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This study presents electrochemical data concerning the aluminium alloy AA7075 surface modified by self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) of octadecyl-trimethoxy-silane and propyl-trimethoxy-silane. Polarisation curves have shown SAMs blocking effect,
as they partially block the oxygen reduction reaction and displace the corrosion potential to positive values. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy experiments have suggested that the protective effect comes from the oxide layer stabilization by the
organic monolayers, which block the corroding species diffusion to the surface.These results show the potential of using methoxy-
silanes SAMs as corrosion protective coatings; however, they are also indicative of the superior octadecyl-trimethoxy-silane
protective characteristics.

1. Introduction

The corrosion protection of aluminium alloys is a very
important topic in the electrochemistry and engineering
fields, since these materials are used in different industrial
areas and undergo localized corrosion [1, 2]. As an example,
about a decade ago the US Air Force had showed interest
in the development of aluminium alloys protective coatings
with at least 30 years lifetime before maintenance [3].

In this context, much attention has been dedicated to the
AA7075 alloy corrosion behavior [4–10], since this material
is extensively used in aerospace and military industry due to
its good mechanical performance and low density. In order
to improve the aluminium mechanical properties, this alloy
contains zinc (5.1–6.1 wt%), copper (1.2–2.0 wt%), and mag-
nesium (2.1–2.9 wt%) as its main alloying components. The
presence of such allowing elements results in the formation
of intermetallic particles during the casting and homogeniza-
tion processes. From an electrochemical standpoint, copper
and zinc rich intermetallics are cathodic to the aluminium

matrix, hence promoting the dissolution of aluminium, while
the magnesium rich ones are anodic to the matrix and
undergo dissolution [11]. This mechanism favours the occur-
rence of localized corrosion processes, hence making the
development of specific corrosion protection technologies a
subject of continuous interest.

In the scope of new corrosion protection methods
for aluminium alloys, the interest in the electrochemical
properties of such materials modified with self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) has grown in the recent years [12–14].
This interest is a consequence of the potential application
of SAMs as corrosion protective coatings as a substitute for
the typical chromium conversion coatings [13–15], which are
good protective coatings; however, the toxic nature of the
chromium coating baths is an issue of serious environmental
concerns.

The term SAM refers to molecular monolayers that
strongly bind to a surface and go through a spontaneous
self-organization process. The molecules used to provide an
SAM have three main characteristics: (i) a functional group
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which chemically binds to the surface, responsible for the
layer adhesion to the substrate (head group) and specific for
different substrates; (ii) an aliphatic chain, which acts on the
self-organization process; (iii) a functional group exposed
on top of the layer (tail group) [16–18]. The condensation
of SAMs is a widely used surface modification technique,
mainly because of its flexibility to combine specific binding
groups for particular substrates with selected functional
groups exposed on top of themonolayer.These featuresmake
SAMs a suitable choice to produce surface modifications for
several industrial applications [19].

Several studies have shown SAMs corrosion protection
capabilities on different metals, such as copper [20–27], iron
[28–30], pure aluminium [12, 31], and some aluminium alloys
[13, 14, 27, 32–35]. When acting as protective coatings, SAMs
are physical barriers that block the access of the corroding
species to the protected surface, with their protective effi-
ciency particularly related to the aliphatic chain length and
to the nature of the tail group.

Studies on the influence of the chain size in the behaviour
of SAMfilms have shown that the use of long chainmolecules
maximizes the coating lifetime and the protective efficiency,
probably due to the condensation of more compact and crys-
talline monolayers [21–23]. Other studies, considering SAMs
with similar aliphatic chain lengths, have demonstrated that
the tail group can be optimized in different ways. The use of
hydrophobic groups favours the corrosion protection prop-
erties by improving the barrier effect, but once the corrosion
starts, the film quickly collapses. Notwithstanding, the use
of hydrophilic groups (OH and COOH) on the tail position
diminishes the blocking efficiency, but when corrosion starts
the adsorbed molecules change the orientation at the surface
and the corrosion protection is improved [36].

In addition to the natural blocking effect, SAMs may also
be used as primers, in order to promote or improve the adhe-
sion of a second coating [37–39] and to provide additional
protection [40, 41]. In this specific case the tail group can be
optimized to promote adhesion via physical interaction or
chemical bonding, as in the case of grafting polymerization
[39, 42, 43]. The possibility of a double function coating is an
additional appeal in developing corrosion protective coatings
based on SAMs.

SAM condensation over aluminium-based substrates
depends on the use of molecules that strongly bind to the
oxide layer that naturally covers the alloys surface. Recent
studies on SAMs condensation over aluminium surfaces
[44] have shown that methoxy-silane monolayers, specifi-
cally the octadecyl-trimethoxy-silane (ODTMS) and propyl-
trimethoxy-silane (PTMS), may be suitable choices for cor-
rosion protection of aluminium-based materials, since these
molecules form compact and uniform coatings over oxide
surfaces with industrial quality finishing in short substrate
exposition times.

When considering technological applications, besides
the short condensation times, the simplicity of the sur-
face modification procedure is another aspect to be val-
ued. In this aspect, while PTMS and ODTMS are used
in aqueous/alcoholic solutions in a pH range where the
aluminium oxide surface is stable, different organosilane

molecules need certain special conditions for the monolayer
condensation. For example, the use of chlorosilanes to obtain
SAMs demands the use of water free solutions to avoid
hydrochloric acid production during the hydrolysis [45, 46],
while perfluoroalkyl silane SAM condensation from dipping
solutions results in disordered monolayers [47]. By the way,
the short condensation times, the method simplicity, and the
ODTMS and PTMS SAMs stability over aluminium-based
surfaces are major advantages in the case of possible indus-
trial applications, which make them a promising corrosion
protective coating to aluminium alloys.

In this context, the aim of the present study is to evaluate
the electrochemical characteristics of the AA7075 aluminium
alloy modified with ODTMS and PTMS SAMs, in contact
with a sodium chloride aqueous solution corroding media,
based on polarization curves and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) measurements.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Substrate Preparation. Before the SAM condensation
on the surface, each alloy sample (1.78 cm2) was manually
abraded using emery paper up to P1200 grade, constantly
washing with water (MilliQ-UV purified water was used in
all procedures), obtaining a regular distribution of scratches.
The samples were thenwashed in water, immersed in a glacial
acetic acid solution (pH 3) for one hour, using a sonic bath,
and dried in air. This procedure was successfully applied
in several works of organosilanes SAMs condensation over
oxide layers and is known to result in well reproducible
surfaces [44, 48–53]. This preparation method results in
relatively heterogeneous and rough surfaces, equivalent to
the finishing of aluminium used for industrial applications.
Under these conditions themacroscopic characteristics of the
surface directly affect the structure of the SAM formed onto
the substrate [44]. The samples prepared by this method and
not covered by any SAM will be referred to as bare samples
for the remaining of the text.

2.2. Surface Modification. ODTMS (Fluka 90%) and PTMS
(Fluka 97%) were used for SAMs preparation without further
purification. In the condensation process, the substrate was
immersed in a solution composed of organosilane 0.75%
v/v in 1 : 9 water : ethanol mixture. Before the substrate
immersion, the pH of the dipping solution was adjusted to 4
with the addition of some glacial acetic acid drops and the
solution was stirred for 10 minutes to ensure the complete
organosilane hydrolysis. The samples were immersed in the
dipping solution for 10 minutes and dried with nitrogen.This
procedure is the same used by Thomsen et al. [44] and it is
known to result in very uniform ODTMS and PTMS SAMs
over aluminium oxide surfaces.

2.3. Electrochemical Experiments and Images Acquisition. The
electrochemical experiments were performed in a single
compartment electrochemical cell, using a platinum sheet
(2.5 cm−2) as counter electrode and a saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) as reference, in a NaCl (Synth) 0.6mol dm−3
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working solution. The working electrodes were AA7075
alloys samples submitted to the different surfacemodification
methods (with the area exposed to the working solution lim-
ited to 1.13 cm−2). All the electrochemical experiments were
performed using an Autolab potentiostat model PGSTAT
20 (ECHOCHIMIE), equipped with a frequency response
analyzer (FRA) module. All the electrochemical experiments
were performed at 25 ± 2∘C without deaeration.

The potentiodynamic polarization curves were obtained
in a potential range of –0.3 to 1.3 V versus SCE, with a sweep
rate of 0.5mV s−1.

The EIS measurements were performed at an under-
potential value of −50mV for the bare sample and at the
mean potential between the values of 𝐸corr, determined from
the polarization curves, for the bare sample and for each
one of the coated samples. The results have shown that
at this potential value the coatings effectively protect the
surface; therefore it is a suitable choice for the EIS studies.
Frequencies from 0.1Hz to 10 kHz were used with ten points
per frequency decade and the alternate sign amplitude was
5mV rms. In order to translate the EIS results to interface
physical-chemical models, equivalent electrical circuits were
fitted to the EIS results using the EQUIVCRT program,
developed by Boukamp [54]. In the fitting procedure only fit
quality parameter (𝜒2) values on the magnitude order of 10−4
or less were accepted.

The optical images presented on this paper were obtained
using a conventional digital camera and the scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images were realised in a Zeiss-Leica
microscopy, model DSM 960, with electrons beam operating
between 15 and 20 kV.

3. Results and Discussion

The polarization curves for the AA7075 surfaces modified by
the different treatments, in contact with theworking solution,
are shown in Figure 1. The corrosion potential (𝐸corr) and
pitting corrosion potential (𝐸pit) values, obtained from the
different curves, are shown in Table 1.

The bare substrate exhibits 𝐸corr = −0.85V and 𝐸pit =
0.79V, while the coated samples show a displacement of
both characteristic potentials to be more positive values
(more noble potentials). In the case of 𝐸corr, while this
displacement is c.a. +20mV for the PTMS coated sample,
it is about +130mV for the ODTMS coated sample, both
values compared to the bare surface. It is also possible to
observe that corrosion current density decreases for the
coated samples when compared to the bare surface (see
Table 1), which confirms the corrosion protection behaviour
for both coatings.

The SAMs coatings also affect the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR), as observed at the cathodic branch of the
polarization curves, since both SAMs diminish the current
levels associated to ORR by almost one order of magnitude.
This behaviour is different from that observed by Hintze
and Calle [13] on the AA2024 alloy corrosion protection by
ethoxy-silanes SAMs, where the ORR is not affected by the
coating.These results show that ODTMS and PTMS coatings
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Figure 1: Polarization curves for the AA7075 samples submitted to
different surface modifications: (a) bare surface, (b) modified with
PTMS coating, (c) modified with ODTMS coating.

Table 1: Polarisation curves parameters for Figure 1.

Sample 𝐸corr
(V/SCE)

𝐼corr
(mA/cm2) 𝐸pit (V/SCE)

Corrosion rate
(mm/year)

AA7075
Bare −0.85 9.37 −0.79 9.9 × 10−2

PTMS −0.83 1.04 −0.77 1.2 × 10−2

ODTMS −0.72 3.10 −0.60 3.0 × 10−2

avoid some of the oxygen molecules present in the solution
to reach the surface, partially suppressing the ORR. Similar
behaviour was also observed on iron corrosion protection by
alkanethiols SAMs [28, 29].

Despite the fact that the monolayer compactness and
homogeneity correct analysis is impractical due to the pri-
mary surface roughness, the effect on the ORR should be
directly related to the coating compactness. In the case of
siloxanes SAMs, it is strongly associated to the homogeneity
of the oxide layer that covers the alloy surface and works as
the substrate for the SAM condensation. Such aspects suggest
that the combination of surface pretreatments that result in
compact and homogeneous oxide layers, with closed packed
and homogeneous SAMs, is necessary to improve corrosion
protection.

Considering the anodic branch of the polarization curve,
it is possible to observe that ODTMS coatings also affect the
𝐸pit values, whilst PTMS coatings do not change the shape
of the polarization curve anodic branch. In this aspect, the
ODTMS layer displaces the 𝐸pit to more noble potentials,
approximately +190mV, and slightly decreases the current
level associated to the process. This behaviour suggests the
ODTMS coatings high stability at higher overpotentials.

The coatings protective character can be easily confirmed
by the surface optical and SEM images, registered after the
polarization, shown in Figure 2. In the optical images with no
magnification, the bare sample clearly presents corrosion pits
uniformly distributed over the entire surface, while PTMS
coated sample shows a less intense surface attack and, for
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Figure 2: Photographs (no magnification) and SEM (500x magnification) images of the AA7075 samples submitted to different surface
modifications, after the polarization: (a) bare surface, (b) modified with PTMS coating, (c) modified with ODTMS coating. The black circle
shows the area exposed to the corrosion media (1.13 cm2).

the ODTMS coating, the corrosion is almost suppressed
over the entire surface. This behaviour can be observed with
details in the SEM images. In this case it is possible to see
the pits distribution for the bare surface, the corroded areas
progressive diminution for the PTMS, and the suppression of
pitting corrosion for the ODTMS coated samples.

Based on these images and on SAM coatings nature, it
is possible to consider that the attack to the surface takes
place in the protective films defects, which are common
in SAMs and may also be related to defects in the natural
oxide layer. In this aspect, the results suggest that ODTMS
coatings present fewer defects when compared to the PTMS
ones, mainly at high overpotentials, where pit corrosion
takes place. However, the current density and corrosion

rate values (Table 1) indicate that both coated samples are
electrochemically equivalent at lowoverpotentials, near𝐸corr.

The electrochemical characteristics of the coated samples
were also studied by EIS experiments in the potential region
where SAMs effectively inhibit the corrosion reactions, as
described in Section 2.

The Nyquist plots for the bare and coated samples
are shown in Figure 3. The diagrams corresponding to the
different samples are similar in shape, presenting different
capacitive processes in specific frequency regions. There are
also strong indications of diffusion-controlled processes for
the coated surfaces, observed in the low frequency region.
The 𝑍 values comparison for the different samples to the
results observed in the polarization curves are coherent, since
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Figure 3: Nyquist plots of the AA7075 samples submitted to
different surface modifications: (a) bare surface, (b) modified with
PTMS coating, (c) modified with ODTMS coating.

the higher values of 𝑍 are observed for ODTMS coatings,
followed by the PTMS and the bare surface, respectively,
confirming the higher ODTMS SAM corrosion protection
effectiveness.

The total impedance and the phase angle dependence
on the frequency (Bode plots) for the different samples are
shown in Figure 4. The log |𝑍| versus log𝑓 plot (Figure 4(a))
clearly shows that both coatings increase the total system
impedance. In the low frequency region, this augment is
about one order ofmagnitude and clearly shows the corrosion
resistance improvement.

The SAM coatings also affect the phase angle dependence
on the frequency, as observed in Figure 4(b). For the coated
samples, the capacitive frequency domain changes to lower
frequency regions when compared to the bare surface and,
specifically for the ODTMS, the maximum phase angle value
decreases due to the higher capacitance dispersion and to
the impedance associated to the corroding species diffusion
through the SAM.
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Figure 4: Bode plots of the AA7075 samples submitted to different
surface modifications, (a) dependence of log(𝑍) on log(𝑓), (b)
dependence of phase angle on log(𝑓). ∘ bare surface; ∙PTMScoating;
△ ODTMS coating.

In order to improve the EIS results analysis, fitting of
equivalent electrical circuits to the EIS results is a good
strategy to develop the physicochemical models for the
interfaces exhibiting corrosion processes [55–57].

The model fitted to the bare sample, which is covered
only by a natural oxide layer, is a simple equivalent circuit
developed by Jüttner [56] tomodel the corrosion of heteroge-
neous surfaces (Figure 5(a)). In this model 𝑅

𝑠
is a resistance

related to the electrolyte solution conductivity, CPEDL is a
constant phase element (CPE) related to the electrical double
layer (DL) capacitance, 𝑅ct is the resistance associated to the
corrosion process, 𝑅

𝑓
is the oxide layer associated resistance,

and CPE
𝑓
is a CPE associated to the oxide film capacitance.

The CPE is a circuit element normally used to deal with
nontrivial capacitance dependence on the frequency (capaci-
tance dispersion), [58, 59] and its impedance is expressed by:

𝑍CPE (𝜔) =
1

𝑌
0
(𝑖𝜔)
𝑛
, (1)

where𝑌
0
is the preexponential parameter of the CPE, directly

proportional to the capacitance of a conventional capacitor,
the exponent 𝑛 is a parameter with values between 0 and
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Figure 5: Electric equivalent circuits for the AA7075 samples
submitted to different surface modifications: (a) bare surface (𝜒2 =
3.0 𝑒
−4), (b) surface modified with the SAMs (𝜒2 = 5.1 𝑒−4).

1.0, which quantifies the capacitance dispersion, 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 is
the angular frequency of the harmonic wave, and 𝑖 = √−1.
When 𝑛 approaches 1, the CPE approaches the pure capacitive
behaviour (𝑌

0
= capacitance).

The capacitance dispersion is associated to different kinds
and levels of heterogeneities in the interfacial region. For
capacitance dispersion related to the film pseudocapacitive
behaviour (CPE

𝑓
), several studies have demonstrated links

between dispersion and film morphological characteristics
[60–62]. Otherwise, for the electrode/solution interfacial
capacitance (CPEDL), the dispersion is related to the het-
erogeneous dynamics of phase transitions in the interfacial
region, as solvent molecules reorientation on the surface [63,
64] and adsorption or reorganization of adsorbed layers [65–
67], which are processes strongly influenced by the surface
topography and energetic heterogeneity.

The observation of the corresponding fitting parameters,
tabulated in Table 2, shows that the high values of 𝑅ct and
𝑅
𝑓
are coherent with the absence of corrosion and high

oxide layer stability at 𝜂 = −50mV. Under these conditions,
an almost pure capacitive behaviour is observed for the
oxide film pseudocapacitance, with 𝑛

𝑓
value very close to

1. This observation suggests the natural oxide layer high
homogeneity.

The comparison between the bare and SAMs coated sur-
faces shows that the coatings considerably affect the system
impedance behaviour, changing the equivalent electric circuit
that represents the physical-chemical characteristics of the
interface. Figure 5(b) shows the new equivalent circuit, and
the corresponding fitting parameters numerical values are in
Table 2.

The equivalent circuit that fits to the coated surface EIS
results comprises circuit elements also observed in the elec-
trical circuit applied to the bare surface (Figure 5(a)), related
to the oxide film and to the corrosion reaction, and new
elements associated to the SAM coating. The SAM related
elements are 𝑅SAM and CPESAM, which are, respectively, the
resistance associated to the SAM and the CPE associated
to the pseudocapacitive behaviour of the organic coating.
Additionally, there is a Warburg element (𝑊), related to the

diffusion of corroding species to the oxide surface, across the
SAM defects.

This equivalent circuit is usually applied to describe the
action of organic coatings in corrosion protection. It was
originally developed to describe the impedance behaviour
of painted surfaces under corrosion, as presented by Walter
[55]. In this model the capacitor related to the DL (𝐶DL)
is parallel to the capacitor related to the coating capacitive
behaviour, while it is in series with the resistance associated
to the same coating. This configuration is associated to the
fact that corrosion takes place inside the coating defects,
so the Randle’s subcircuit, show in Figure 5(b), is in series
with 𝑅SAM, which resembles the coating impedance where its
integrity was compromised.

It is possible to note, from Table 2, that 𝑅ct and 𝑅𝑓 values
for the SAM coated samples suggest that the oxide layer
stabilization, promoted by the coating, is the basis of the cor-
rosion protection mechanism. This observation comes from
the fact that 𝑅

𝑓
values are higher for the coated samples and,

consequently, high values of 𝑅ct are observed. Considering
yet this relation between 𝑅

𝑓
and 𝑅ct, it is possible to conclude

the higher effectiveness of the ODTMS as protective coating.
The main difference between the impedance behaviour

for both SAMs is the presence of a Warburg impedance cir-
cuit element, related to diffusion-controlled mass transport
through SAM, for the ODTMS coating. This characteristic is
clearly related to the fact that the ODTMSmolecules are con-
siderable longer (18 carbon atoms in the aliphatic chain) than
the PTMS ones (3 carbon atoms), which results in a ODTMS
coating considerably thicker than the other. Under these
conditions, the ODTMS coating hampers the mass transport
of the corroding species from the solution to the surface.

4. Conclusions

Theelectrochemical behavior of theODTMSandPTMSSAM
coated AA7075 aluminium alloy has shown the corrosion
protection potential of the SAMs. The monolayers at the
alloy surface displace the corrosion process to more noble
potentials (higher potentials) and partially disable the ORR,
as observed on the polarization curves. Complementarily, the
impedance behaviour of SAMs has demonstrated the mono-
layers stability in the potential conditions where they effec-
tively work as corrosion protective coatings, thus suggesting
that the corrosion protection comes from the obstruction
of the corroding species access to the alloy surface, hence
protecting the natural oxide layer integrity.

All the results indicate theODTMS SAM superior protec-
tive behaviour, when compared to the PTMS.This behaviour
probably comes from the different size of the molecules that
form the SAM, resulting in a higher thickness for theODTMS
monolayer.

Generally, the results indicate the good potentiality of
both studied SAMs on the AA7075, indicating that this
corrosion protection strategy could be applied to different
aluminium alloys. These results are a good starting point
for future application of siloxane SAMs to the corrosion
protection of the aluminium alloys.
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Table 2: Fitting parameters for the equivalent circuits used in this study.

Parameter Bared samplea PTMS coatingb ODTMS coatingb

𝑅
𝑠
(Ω cm2) 20.8 19.3 21.0
𝑅ct (kΩ cm

2) 1.41 1.17 6.61
𝑅
𝑓
(kΩ cm2) 0.78 1.34 4.5 × 102

𝑅SAM (kΩ cm2) — 1.37 0.14
𝑌
0 SAM(F/(cm

2 s1−𝑛SAM )) — 3.4 × 10−5 5.6 × 10−6

𝑛SAM — 0.93 0.79
𝑌0 DL (F/(cm

2 s1−𝑛DL )) 8.5 × 10−4 5.1 × 10−4 3.2 × 10−4

𝑛DL 0.76 1.0 1.0
𝑌
0𝑓

(F/(cm2 s1−𝑛𝑓 )) 4.1 × 10−4 1.1 × 10−5 1.0 × 10−6

𝑛
𝑓

0.96 1.0 0.82
𝜎 (W) (F/(cm2 s1/2)) — — 1.6 × 10−3

aCircuit on Figure 5(a). bCircuit on Figure 5(b).
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